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Background on the implementation of 

Chinese businesses in BTP Algeria
 The last sino-Algerian relations go back to the Algerian liberation

war. The Chinese Communist Party (CCP) supported the National

Liberation Front (NLF): recognition of the NLF army, aide and

military training, hosting Algerian political leaders and the NLF

football team…;

 A friendly relationship that strengthen during the ‘black decade’ in

Algeria (security crisis 1990-2001). China was the only non-Arab

country to seriously maintain diplomatic relations and economic

partnerships with Algeria;

 During the 1988-90 crisis, Algeria took out a loan from the IMF ($4

billion) in return for the implementation of the Structural

Adjustment Plan (SAP), which involves, among other things,

privatization → Dismantling of public companies without creation of

transition by private in real capacity of production;



Background on the implementation of Chinese 

businesses in BTP Algeria 

 Incapacity of production that was felt more during the ‘positive

shock’ in Algeria by means of oil revenues ($120 per barrel) →

The desire to build infrastructure and housing (1 million

according to the promise of Bouteflika);

 Chinese construction companies are thus filling a void of

qualifies manpower and technical capacity for building projects;

 There are currently about 120 Chinese construction companies and

about 90,000 Chinese workers → 32% (in value) of the market

contracts (source : FOCAC 2015).



Some key achievements…

Headquarters of the Council of Ministers, Algiers, 2010
Commercial port of Cherchell, Algiers, 2020 

Great mosque of Algiers, 2019Extension of Algiers airport, 2020



Some key achievements…

The Olympic stadium in Oran, 2020 East-West Highway, 2019

Tramway of the city of Ouargla, 2022



 There are approximately 50,000 sub-Saharan migrants living in Algeria

(Ministry of Health, 2016);

 Since the 1990s, the Tamenghasset region is the “crossroads of

exchange” between Saharawi traders and those of neighboring

countries: Mali, Niger, Chad, Mauritania (Mussette, 2004);

 Sub-Saharan student immigration was also striking in French-speaking

Algerian universities from the 1980s;

 The fall of the Libyan, Tunisian and Egyptian regimes has focused more

on the migration of sub-Saharan “seasonal workers” to Algeria and

Morocco (Bensad, 2015);

Upbringing the sub-Saharan migration in 

Algeria



Upbringing the sub-Saharan migration in 

Algeria

 The insecurity caused by terrorist groups “Boko Haram” in some sub-

Saharan countries (Mali, Niger, Burkinafaso, Nigeria…) has developed

waves of family migrations to North Africa;

 The climatic deterioration (drought) in northern Niger and Mali has

reduced the agricultural activities of peasants who go on a quest for

work in Algeria;

 More migrants travel to Algeria and/or Morocco to ‘stop’ and hope to

have a chance to cross the Mediterranean clandestinely and join

Europe.



Some pictures of sub-Saharan migrants

Sub-Saharan migrant camps in Algiers, 2015



Expulsion of sub-Saharan migrants, 

January 2016.



Ground of inquiry

 Social housing in the city of Bejaia (Kabylie) → 16,000 homes

under construction since 2014;

 The sites are located in the heights of the municipality of

Oued-Ghir (20km from the city center);

 The project is fragmented into 8 lots of 2000 housing units;

 Two Chinese groups are taking care of half of the project:

China Railway Construction Corp. (CRCC) and China

Communications Construction Company (CCCC Ltd);



New city of Bejaia: 16,000 homes under construction, 2017



Concrete Plants of CCCC, 2017 Grue of the CRCC, 2017 



Research procedures and techniques

 Crossing the labor economy (I. Guérin, 1993, 2009; Th.

Pairault, 1990, 2011) and occupational anthropology (L.

Bazin, 1998, 2010 ; M. Sélim, 1991, 2006)

 Combining qualitative and quantitative methods:

o

o Direct observation and 

immersion 

o Semi-directive interviews 

(without guide)

o Self-administered 

questionnaires 

o Secondary Business Data 

Analysis 



Migrant workers…

 Chinese subsidiaries in Africa mobilize Chinese peasant labor;

precarious, inexpensive and plentiful (农民工 Nóngmín gōng);

 They are internal migrants who leave the country to work in the

yards of major Chinese cities;

 Most have a mastery of a technician’s job (formworker, scarp dealer,

bricklayer, carpenter…);

 The second migration to Algeria is an alternative to internal

migration in China and a way to escape the requirements of the

residence permit (户口 hùkǒu);



Migrant workers…

 Sub-Saharan migrants (Malians, Nigerians, Cameroonians, Guineans

and Burkinabés) constitute the basic labor force – simple unskilled

laborers recruited illegally;

 Chinese and sub-Saharan migrant workers share the same residential 

areas (living areas).

 NB: Algerian workers usually work with Algerian subcontracting 

companies (painting, plumbing, electricity…)

 NB2: Chinese and Algerian executives are deliberately excluded from 

this presentation 



Sub-Suharan workers with 

their Chinese team leader at 

lunch break, 2017



Labor base of the CRCC, 2017



Labor base of the CRCC, 2017



 Chinese managers from work teams composed mainly of a Chinese

leader and sub-Saharan junior workers;

 Sub-Saharan workers are generally limited to physical tasks 

(loading/unloading goods, moving building materials, preparing and 

maintaining equipment, etc.);

 Other sub-Saharan workers considered more “fit” benefit from 

training on the ground to become scrap dealers and/or formers;

Ethnico-hierarchical construction and 

otherness



Sub-Saharan workers 

load “dry” stones, 

2017



On the left, a chinese foreman, on the right of the sub-Saharan scrap dealers, 2017



 Sub-Saharan workers replace their Chinese counterparts in the

tasks of maintaining living bases (canteen, toilets, common areas…);

 They have dormitories much less comfortable than those of the

Chinese, and sleep 4 or 5 in rooms of 12m²;

 They do not have the right to enter the canteen. They get their food

and eat outside;

 They must live apart from the Chinese administrative units and the

supervisors of the Algerian organizations.

Ethnico-hierarchical construction and otherness



A sub-Saharan worker working in 

the canteen during his free time, 

2017



Chinese workers at breakfast break, 2017



Chinese CCCC workers at the control call



Social relations between workers: 

interculturality and sociability

Demographics workers

Age [35 – 55 years old] - 35 years old

Geographic origin Rural Townfolk

Family status Maried Single

Child(ren) Yes (1 or 2) No

Expérience migratoire In China In Afriqua



Social relations between Chinese and sub-

Saharan workers: interculturality and sociability

 Migration objectives as a topic of “discussion”:

Chinese workers :

- To offer a good education to children

- Save to realize projects (trade, agricultural means…)

Sub-Saharan workers : 

- To assume expenses related to the marriage

- Think about building their own house

In common :

- financially support the family (parents and siblings)

 The functionalities of smartphones as a means of communication: workers 

show reciprocally and simultaneously photos of their family, their home or 

their region of origin…



Social relations between Chinese and sub-

Saharan workers: interculturality and sociability

 The communication is based on the “Creolization principle” (verbal)

accompanied by onomatopoeia (nonverbal) (E. T. Hall, 1984, 1996; J.

Demrgon, 2005, 2016);

 French and dialectal Arabic from the basis of “language”. Secondarily,

Mandarin words are integrated;

 Card games, beer (Chinese or Algerian), self-portraits (selfie) and

African and Chinese music as moments of sharing and “proximity”;

 Women as subjects of mutual teasing and virility competition.



Conclusion

 Globalization processes are interlinked with global economic
activities and transnational migration flows;

 Algerian shipyards as a meeting ground for two unpublished
migrations;

 Intercultural and interethnic interactions outside the West (between
Asians and Africans);

 The reports of otherness systematically placing sub-Saharans in the
position of subordinates testify to the “new posture” of superiority
expressed by Chinese companies in Africa;

 Cultural distortions are partly filled by communications supported
by technological means (smartphones and internet).


